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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you for taking time out of your busy day to join us.  On behalf of USDA’s Agricultural Marketing Service in Washington, DC, welcome to our webinar, the “Perishable Agricultural Commodities Act (PACA)—Trust Provision.” 

http://www.ams.usda.gov/paca


  

• Develop U. S. Grade Standards 
• Grade and inspect product 
• Collect and disseminate Market News reports 

and  information 
• Partner with industry boards and committees 

to help overcome marketing barriers 
• Administer the Specialty Crop Block Grant 

Program 
• Facilitate fair trade and dispute resolution 

through enforcement of the Perishable 
Agricultural Commodities Act (PACA) 
 
 

Help buyers and sellers market their fresh and 
processed fruits, vegetables and other specialty crops.  
We: 

www.ams.usda.gov/fv 
 

AMS Fruit and Vegetable Program 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Established in the early 1900’s, USDA’s AMS Fruit and Vegetable Program provides a variety of services to help buyers and sellers market their fresh and processed fruits, vegetables and other specialty crops.  For example, We develop U. S. Grade StandardsWe grade and inspect--for quality and condition--fresh and processed products.  Our Market News service collects and distributes pricing and movement information for hundreds of commodities each business day. We partner with industry boards and committees to help promote consumption and overcome marketing barriers We administer the Specialty Crop Block Grant ProgramWe provide food safety related audits, including Good Agricultural Practices and Good Handling Practices auditsAnd, we facilitate fair trade and dispute resolution through enforcement of the Perishable Agricultural Commodities Act (PACA). This will be our focus today.For an audio-visual overview of our services visit our website at www.ams.usda.gov/fv and click on the AMS Fruit and Vegetable Program presentation at the bottom of the page. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have a great session today, with a distinguished panel of PACA experts, including a special guest speaker.  I will introduce our panel in their order.  When our speakers finish their prepared presentations, they will answer as many questions as we have time for.  First up is…Josephine Jenkins, Acting Chief of the Investigative Enforcement Branch of the USDA’s PACA Division.  Josephine will explain the statutory foundations of the PACA Trust and basic steps you must take to protect your business. Next will be our special guest speaker…Jason Klinowski, an agricultural and food law attorney with the firm Freeborn & Peters, LLP.  Jason routinely advises clients on a full range of business and legal issues, including FDA & USDA regulatory compliance, administrative actions, litigation and general corporate and transactional proceedings.  He will discuss the PACA Trust from the private practitioner’s viewpoint and share current case law.  While I know you will enjoy Jason’s presentation, I have to make a disclaimer that he is not an employee of USDA and his views expressed during the webinar do not represent those of USDA.And wrapping up the session is…Karla Whalen, the Director of the USDA’s PACA Division.  Karla will provide an update on the U.S.’ efforts to gain financial protection for U.S. produce shippers selling into the Canadian market under the Regulatory Cooperation Council.   
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Perishable Agricultural Commodities Act 
(PACA) and the PACA Trust Provision 

Josephine Jenkins 

www.ams.usda.gov/paca 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Perishable Agricultural Commodities Act, better known as P.A.C.A. or PACA is a Federal law that was enacted in 1930 to regulate the sale and purchase of fresh and frozen fruits and vegetables in interstate and foreign commerce.A major objective of the PACA Division which administers the PACA is to help ensure that dealers of fresh and frozen fruits and vegetables get what they pay for and  are paid for what they sell, including when their customers go out of business, declare bankruptcy, or simply refuse to pay. 

http://www.ams.usda.gov/paca


The PACA Trust --  
An Important Tool 

 
The PACA Trust provides growers and 
other fruit and vegetable sellers the 
ability to claim priority status in the case 
of a business failure by a produce buyer. 
 

www.ams.usda.gov/paca 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
An important tool that helps in this regard is the PACA Trust –In 1984, the PACA was amended to include this statutory trust provision, which provides increased credit security in the absence of prompt payment for perishable agricultural commodities. Simply put, it provides produce sellers the ability to claim priority status in the case of a business failure by a produce buyer.Under this trust provision, a buyer must hold its produce-related assets for the benefit of unpaid produce suppliers who have preserved their trust rights.  Sec 5(c)§46.46

http://www.ams.usda.gov/paca


In Cases Of … 

 
 Business Failure 

 
Bankruptcy 
 
Failure-to-pay 

www.ams.usda.gov/paca 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What this means is that in the case of a business failure, bankruptcy, or failure-to-pay the debtor’s trust assets are not available for general distribution to other creditors until all valid trust claims have been satisfied.  

http://www.ams.usda.gov/paca


Trust Assets Include… 
 

o fruit and vegetable inventories 
 

o products derived from fresh and frozen 
fruits and vegetables 
 

o all receivables or proceeds from the 
sale of fruits and vegetables   

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And just what are PACA Trust assets?PACA Trust Assets Include…Fruit and vegetable inventories Products derived from fresh and frozen fruits and vegetables,  and All receivables or proceeds from the sale of fruits and vegetables.  The debtor has the burden of proving that any of its assets are not PACA trust property.



Benefits   

  

  

Hundreds of 
millions of dollars 
paid to fruit and 
vegetable sellers 
 

(Since 1984) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
At this point, you may wonder, “What are the benefits?”  Well, since its creation in 1984, hundreds of millions of dollars have been paid to fruit and vegetable sellers who have pursued PACA trust assets.



Major Cases 
 
Fleming Companies, Inc.     $43 million 
Winn Dixie Stores, Inc.     $30 million (est.) 
AmeriServe Food Distribution           $26.7 million 
Fresh America Corp.            $13.8 million 
Grand Union     $10 million 
Zema Foods, LLC      $9 million 
Dixie Produce Packaging               $4.7 million (est.) 
Demma FruitCo.               $4.6 million  
Sun World                $4.7 million (est.) 
Continental Processors              $4.5 million 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Consider theses examples shown here.Take for example Winn Dixie Stores, Inc., Jacksonville, Florida.  In February 2005, Winn-Dixie Stores, Inc., filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy protection. The company paid $29.5 million in undisputed claims to produce creditors who had preserved their trust rights under the PACA trust provisions. 



Growers 

Many growers are unfamiliar with this 
law and lose out when a bankrupt  
firm’s  
assets are  
distributed. 

 

Don’t 
be one 

of 
them! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Although growers are not under the PACA jurisdiction, they can benefit from the PACA Trust.  In fact, growers who protect themselves under the PACA Trust have a far greater chance of recovering their money from bankrupt and insolvent business firms.  The problem is that often growers are unfamiliar with this law and lose out when a bankrupt firm’s assets are distributed.  Why does this occur?  Perhaps they believe they are ineligible to file a PACA trust claim or they fail to file proofs of claim in the bankruptcy proceeding. If you are a grower, don’t be one of them.  Find out your rights.Growers can obtain information from the PACA Division on how to protect their trust rights. 



Notification Requirements – 
 Brief History 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In order to be eligible for PACA trust protection, you must “perfect” your trust rights.  Even though the trust automatically goes into effect at the time the buyer receives the goods, the seller must properly preserve their rights by meeting specific notification requirements.Prior to 1995, PACA trust creditors were required to file notices of intent to preserve trust with both the USDA and the debtor.  USDA would then review the trust notices and render an opinion on its validity. At times, the courts would have a different ruling then that of the USDA. Sometimes,  the courts were overly critical when applying the notification requirements of the PACA and would disallow trust claims alleged by unpaid sellers. The 1995 amendments changed several requirements under the PACA enabling sellers who hold a PACA license to have their invoices serve as their trust notice.  Why the change?  The primary reason for removing the notice filing requirement was to save time and eliminate the USDA's expense in processing trust notices and in administrating this provision. The amendments also reduced the amount of paperwork necessary to comply with PACA trust rights and thereby improved a seller's chances of recovery on an outstanding account balance.  



    Two Methods 

Non-licensed Entities 
Licensed Entities 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, how does one perfect their trust?  There are two methods that can be used.   Method 1 for the non-licensed entity and Method 2 for the licensed entity. 



METHOD 1 

Non-licensed 
entities may file 
a written “Notice 
of Intent to 
Preserve Trust 
Benefits.” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Under Method 1Unlicensed entities may file a written notice on the non paying party.  The written notice must be given to the buyer and must include a statement that it is a “notice of intent to preserve trust benefits.”PACA licensees may also use this method. §46.46Sec 5(c)(3)



The “Notice Of Intent To 
Preserve Trust Benefits” Should  

Include … 
 

• The names and addresses of the seller 
and the debtor; 
 

• The date of the transaction, commodity, 
invoice price, and terms of payment; and 
 

• The amount past due and unpaid. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The notice should include, among other things, the names and addresses of the seller and debtor; the date of the transaction, the type of commodity, the invoice price, the payment terms, and the amount past due and unpaid. Notification must be given within 30 days from the day payment was due, or from receiving notification that a timely submitted payment was dishonored.  Such as a notice of a bounced check.When challenged, the seller has the burden of proof to demonstrate that the trust notice was appropriately provided.  Keep in mind, the debtor does not have to be a PACA licensee to be subject to trust enforcement, but must be operating in subject quantities in interstate commerce.Sec. 5(c)(3)



METHOD 2 

Licensed Entities may include 
statutory language on invoice or 
customary billing instrument. 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Method 2PACA licensees can put specific statutory language on their invoice or customary billing instrument that automatically makes them a trust creditor.  This would include Electronic Data Interface (EDI) or electronic commerce. So, electronic invoice transmissions which adhere to all the requirements outlined for preserving trust benefits through "paper" invoices, are also protected.   The seller should ensure that the buyer is capable of receiving the “trust language” by EDI transmissions.  Non-licensed entities my NOT use Method 2 to perfect their trust rights. 



 
Statutory  Wording  

“The perishable agricultural commodities listed 
on this invoice are sold subject to statutory trust 
authorized by section 5(c) of the Perishable 
Agricultural Commodities Act, 1930(7 U.S.C. 
499e(c)).  The seller of these commodities 
retains a trust claim over these commodities, all 
inventories of food or other products derived 
from these commodities, and any receivables or 
proceeds from the sale of these commodities 
until full payment is received.” 

 www.ams.usda.gov/paca 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This statutory wording should be placed on the face of the invoice or billing instrument and should contain, verbatim,  in English, the following statutory language. No language other than this will be acceptable as complying with the statutory requirements. You can pull this language verbatim off of our website.You may want to seek private counsel on this matter. 

http://www.ams.usda.gov/paca


The agreed-upon payment terms 
cannot exceed 30 days from the date 
of acceptance to qualify for trust 
protection. 
 

Payment Terms 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If the payment terms are different from those specified under PACA's prompt pay regulations, for example, 10 days net for an F.O.B. sale, the agreement must be in writing, entered into prior to the transaction, and the terms must be reflected on the invoice and all other billing documents. To qualify for trust protection, terms for payment cannot exceed 30 days from the date of acceptance of the product. Here is a cautionary example…You establish payment terms of 30 days from invoice date.  Unless you invoice on the date of receipt and acceptance or earlier, which is usually not the case, invoicing after the date of acceptance, in this case would disqualify you from trust protection because you would have agreed to payment terms in excess of 30 days from receipt and acceptance. Remember:Payment terms must not exceed 30 days from acceptance,Payment terms other than “PACA prompt pay” must be in writing, andNotification should be made to the debtor within 30 days of default. Again, you would be wise to seek the advice of counsel when establishing payment terms as they relate to trust protection.



 

If there is a default in payment, a seller, 
supplier or agent who has met the PACA Trust 
eligibility requirement will not forfeit its Trust 
rights by accepting a partial payment or 
agreeing in any manner to a schedule for 
payment of the past due amount. 
 
 

Post Default Agreements 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In 2011, AMS amended the PACA trust regulations in response to concerns raised by the produce industry that sellers might lose their status as trust beneficiaries when they agree, after default on payment, to accept payments over time from financially troubled buyers.  Prior to this amendment, several court decisions held that post-default agreements that extend the buyer's obligation to pay the seller's invoices beyond 30 days after receipt and acceptance of the produce nullified the produce seller's PACA trust rights.  Under this amendment, if there is a default in payment as defined in the regulations, a seller who has met the PACA Trust eligibility requirement will not forfeit its rights under the PACA Trust by accepting a partial payment or agreeing in any manner to a schedule for payment of the past due amount.The 30-day limitation for payment terms should not be confused with post default agreements.  Post default agreements are just what the name implies.  An agreement made after a debtor has defaulted on a payment.  For example, the seller and buyer agree on 21-day payment terms prior to the transaction (this is within the 30-day limitation for payment terms).  Several deliveries are made and the buyer fails to make payment due to some type of financial difficulty.  The buyer and seller now makes an agreement (a post default agreement) concerning the past due debt.  They agree that the debtor will pay $1,000 every 1st day of the month until the debt is settled.  That’s a post-default agreement. 



                Growers 

A grower selling 
only its own 
produce may 
obtain a PACA 
license. 

www.ams.usda.gov/paca 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Growers selling only produce that they grow are not required to have a license.  However, they may obtain a PACA license to take advantage of the alternative method of including the statutory language on their invoices to qualify for trust protection. 

http://www.ams.usda.gov/paca


Foreign Entities Are Also Protected 

Foreign Entities may 
preserve their trust 
rights by filing a written 
“Notice of Intent to 
Preserve Trust” with the 
debtor firm.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Foreign Entities may preserve their trust rights by filing a written “Notice of Intent to Preserve Trust” with the debtor firm. 



Remember  
 

A. The Trust applies to all purchases of perishable 
agricultural commodities. 
 

B. The debtor does not have to be a PACA 
licensee to be subject to trust enforcement, 
but must be operating in subject quantities. 
 

C. A company’s insolvency or bankruptcy does 
not affect its liability. 
 
 
 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
REMEMBERA - The Trust applies to all purchases of perishable agricultural commodities.Under the PACA, perishable agricultural commodities are defined as fresh and frozen fruits and vegetables of every kind and character.   For example: field corn is not covered by the PACA.  Why?  Field corn refers to any variety of dried corn that is grown as feed for livestock and not for human consumption.  Sweet corn on the other hand is subject under the PACA.     B - The debtor does not have to be a PACA licensee to be subject to trust enforcement, but must be operating in subject quantities.Subject quantities involve perishable agricultural commodities negotiated in interstate and foreign commerce.Dealers are subject when they buy or sell an aggregated ton of fresh and/or frozen fruits and vegetables on any day in the year.Retailers and frozen food brokers are subject when they exceed invoice sales of $230,000 or more in a year.and C - A company’s insolvency or bankruptcy does not affect its liability. 



PACA & Bankruptcy  
 
PACA enforcement is not stayed by a 
bankruptcy filing.  
 
PACA Trust claims are not property of the 
debtor’s estate. 
 
PACA disciplinary action can be taken against 
a debtor that fails to pay PACA Trust claims.    
 
 
 
 

www.ams.usda.gov/paca 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
PACA enforcement is not stayed by a bankruptcy filing. This being the case, PACA Trust claims never become property of the debtor’s estate and, PACA disciplinary action can be taken against a debtor for failing to pay PACA Trust claims.   PACA Claims are outside of the normal claims and priority process in bankruptcy.  In fact, Bankruptcy law has interpreted that the PACA trust assets are not a part of the body of the bankruptcy estate and trust creditors should be paid first.

http://www.ams.usda.gov/paca


 
PACA Trust Enforcement 

  
Trust beneficiaries may file in the   

1) U.S. District Courts 
Or 

2) U.S. Bankruptcy Courts 
 

www.ams.usda.gov/paca 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The PACA trust is not self-enforcing; it is a self-help tool.  In other words,  unpaid PACA trust creditors must act to obtain payment from the debtor by filing in the U.S. District court or in the bankruptcy court.Mr. Klinowski can explain in more detail how this can be done. 

http://www.ams.usda.gov/paca


    Qualified trust participants remain trust 
beneficiaries until they have  

been paid in full. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Qualified trust participants remain trust beneficiaries until they have been paid in full.



Consequences  
Failure to pay the PACA Trust 
or dissipation of PACA Trust 
assets could result in serious 
sanctions on both the debtor 
company and its responsibly 
connected principals. 

www.ams.usda.gov/paca 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Failure to pay the trust and dissipation of trust assets can result in a disciplinary action by the US Department of Agriculture under the PACA which could result in serious sanctions being brought against the debtor and its principals.

http://www.ams.usda.gov/paca


 
 Food Industry Team 

Jason Klinowski 



PACA Trust Compliance & 
Litigation… 

Enforcement of PACA 
Trust Rights 

Recovery of PACA Trust 
Assets Regulatory Matters 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are three major forums in which the private sector will try to enforce its PACA trust rights:The first is the US District Court; that is a forum in which the unpaid seller would select to seek a money judgment against the debtor.You also have the US Bankruptcy Court; this is a forum (also a federal government judicial body). However, when a bankruptcy court is involved usually the PACA trust creditors must go into the bankruptcy court because a debtor has chosen that forum by filing for bankruptcy protection, be it a Chapter 7 or Chapter 11.We also know the third, that the USDA offers through the PACA Division Dispute Resolution Services, and that is a very effective option. So there are three main options:  two you can choose affirmatively the regulatory route thru the USDA, the US District Court, or the third being the Bankruptcy Court which you are drug into as opposed to jumping in.



Perishable Agricultural 
Commodities Act (“PACA”)… 
Congress enacted the PACA in 1930 to provide: 
• a comprehensive scheme for the regulation of traders of 

fresh fruit and vegetables 
• to encourage fair trading practices in the marketing of 

perishable commodities by suppressing unfair and 
fraudulent business practices in marketing of fresh and 
frozen fruits and vegetables...  

• to provide a scheme for collecting damages from any buyer 
or seller who fails to live up to his contractual obligations. 
 

Stated another way, the PACA “provides a code of fair play . . . 
and an aid to agricultural traders in enforcing their 
contracts.” 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So let’s talk about PACA. We already heard about what it is, now let’s talk about it from a private practice standpoint. What does it mean to us?  And what is PACA from a practical standpoint? PACA is a tool. It is a scheme that encourages fair trading practices. It is designed to help suppress unfair and fraudulent business practices. These types of schemes help the industry get paid and make sure that the flow of money up and down the supply chain shores up the fiscal stability of the entire food supply and that’s the good thing that comes from that. It’s also a scheme for collecting damages from a buyer or seller who fails to live up to their contractual obligations. Again, PACA is a tool it is a very valuable tool and we are going to discuss as we move thru this webinar exactly how that works.



PACA – Amended in 1984… 

• Congress added Section 499e(c) to the PACA to impress a 
trust in favor of the sellers on the inventories of 
commodities, the products derived therefrom, and the 
proceeds of the sale of such commodities and products. 

• Section 499e(c) imposes an express, non-segregated 
“floating” statutory trust on the perishable commodities and 
their derivatives in which a produce buyer as trustee holds 
its produce-related assets in trust as a fiduciary until full 
payment is made to the unpaid seller/trust beneficiary. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now one of the biggest keys in PACA is the trust provision, and that’s why it’s the focus of today’s webinar.  Section 499e(c) impresses a trust in favor of the seller, the unpaid seller of produce commodity. This is a floating trust; it imposes several obligations on the buyer and that is designed to increase the likelihood that the produce sellers will get paid.  One of the key aspects of the trust provision is that the produce buyer now has this trustee role where they hold their produce-related assets in trust as a fiduciary until the full payment is made to the seller. Now this is key, because unlike a regular arms-length transaction, you have a business now in a corporate trustee role. They are now doing business with you as a fiduciary, and that is the basis upon which when we talk about personal liability and those aspects of PACA I want you to just remember this slide, this is the basis for that liability. There are fiduciary obligations and there are trustee statuses that are now imposed under the floating trust.  



PACA Trust Requirements… 

• Through the PACA trust, the sellers of perishable 
commodities maintain a right to recover against the 
purchasers that is superior to all other creditors, including 
secured creditors.   

• PACA requires the produce buyer to maintain trust assets so 
that such assets are freely available to satisfy all 
outstanding obligations to sellers of produce. 

• Any act or omission which is inconsistent with the buyer’s 
responsibility to maintain trust assets, including any act 
which results in the diversion of trust assets or which 
prejudices the ability of unpaid sellers to recover money 
owed, is unlawful. 
 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So moving on let’s talk about the PACA trust requirements.  Now, we talked about the requirements to preserve your PACA trust rights. Let’s talk about the requirements now from a practitioner’s standpoint.  What are you required to do to operate in compliance with PACA? One of the main things you must do (I’m going to skip down to bullet two and circle back to bullet one), you must maintain your assets in such a way that they are freely available to satisfy all your obligations.  What does that mean to me?  That means that a produce buyer must have the immediate ability to pay for the produce that it buys on credit and if you don’t, that is unlawful.  That brings us down to the third bullet point: any act or omission which is inconsistent with the buyer’s responsibility to maintain trust assets is unlawful.  It could be diversion of trust assets. It doesn’t matter what you are doing with the money;  we’ll talk more about that in a second.  If you are doing something with trust assets other than paying the seller, you are violating PACA.Now from a seller’s point of view, if you are a qualified PACA trust beneficiary, and you have taken the steps to preserve your PACA trust rights, you are going to be put in a position where your right to recover will be superior to everybody.  More importantly, you are going to be superior to the other creditors of the debtor, including the secured creditors.  Let me qualify this: PACA is not a guarantee of payment. It is a very valuable tool, and I will talk to you and continue this conversation about  how you can use that effectively to recover any monies that are owed to you.  PACA is not a guarantee; it does not turn your accounts receivable into gold, but what it does do is it rewards those who take the time to become licensed, take the time to adjust their workload documents to operate in a compliant manner that provides the scheme that they can rely upon and when you do that it will position you in a posture where you can prime a bank lien and other secured liens against real property, against collateral, against accounts.  That’s not to say that every time you go into court and there is a bank involved that you are automatically going to trump that bank, or you are going to subordinate that bank’s lien into any assets of the debtor.  It is a true statement to say that nine out of ten times if a bank is in court with a PACA trust beneficiary and they are just now learning about PACA and how it works in the industry, the PACA trust creditor is going to win almost every single time.  Banks though are deemed as a matter of law to know and understand PACA, and their deemed as a matter of law to kind of incorporate that into their decision-making process.  What that tells you is in exchange for PACA placing the trust beneficiaries ahead of the secured lenders, the secured lenders need to make sure they are positioned to properly and safely lend monies to produce companies from the outset of the relationship, when they are first extending credit. With that said, if it is not done properly, PACA will come ahead of the bank almost every single time.  I won’t belabor that point but it’s a key point for both sides of the fence to understand.



PACA Trust Liability… 

• A PACA trust in effect imposes liability on a trustee, whether 
a corporation or a controlling person of that corporation, 
who uses the trust assets for any purpose other than 
repayment of the supplier. 

• This includes use of the proceeds from the sale of 
perishables for legitimate business expenditures, such as 
payment of rent, payroll, or utilities. 

• The officers of a corporation responsible for its financial 
dealings are personally liable to PACA trust creditors for any 
dissipation of the PACA trust assets by virtue of their 
directing the corporate trustee to breach its fiduciary duties. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s talk about PACA trust liability.  PACA imposes liability on the trustee, whether it’s a corporation or a controlling person.  If you are doing anything other than paying your trust beneficiaries, you are violating PACA.  Importantly, the payment or the use of the proceeds from the sale of perishables, or PACA trust assets, using PACA trust assets for the legitimate business expenditures: paying payroll, paying your rent, paying your utilities, things that do not constitute otherwise illegal transfers are still illegal under PACA, because you’re using trust funds to do something other than pay your supplier.  The officer of the corporation can be personally liable to trust creditors for this.  If you remember back to the earlier slide we talked about section 499e(c) that imposes fiduciary obligation on the controlling person; now that is coming back full circle.  If you are an officer, a director, a shareholder,  a member, however the debtor is organized, if you are a controlling person or in a position to control and you allow the company to do something other than use its trust assets to pay the supplier you will be held secondarily liable. I say secondarily because you will have to, from a practical legal standpoint, show that the company does not have the ability to pay the debt.  If the company does not have the ability to pay the debt, the principals of the company will be held personally liable for that. This is a very key point and I can’t over emphasize that. There is a fiduciary obligation.  A company, even though it’s a legally recognizable entity, cannot act without its officers.  A company can’t do anything by itself.  Obviously, somebody is driving the bus. There is somebody making a decision to pay rent instead of their suppliers. Somebody making a decision to pay payroll instead of their suppliers, and that person is making a decision to use trust assets to pay those expenses.  Again, breach of fiduciary duties; that’s one of the main thrusts of PACA, and that’s why there is personal liability and it’s a very important issue.



Scope of the PACA Trust… 

• The initial establishment of the trust occurs upon the 
commencement of the buyer's buying and selling of Produce 
and exists continuously throughout the life of the buyer’s 
business until all the produce sellers are paid in full. 

• Any assets purchased while the trust is in existence will be 
assumed to be purchased with trust assets and will, 
therefore, become part of the trust fund available to satisfy 
the claims of the qualified unpaid sellers. 

• When trust assets are commingled with funds not subject to 
the trust, the trust is impressed upon the entire commingled 
fund for the benefit of the trust beneficiaries. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So let’s talk about the scope of the PACA trust.  We got a little bit of flavor for the liability, and we know now that it attaches both to the company and to the individuals.  So, let’s talk about the scope. That is also a key issue.  Contrary to popular belief, every time I go into court you would be amazed at how many individuals come back and the alleged offender says,  “wait a minute, you can’t touch this asset” or “you can’t sell this to pay the supplier” because their invoices are only 120 days old and I purchased this real estate two years ago.  That is not true; PACA is a very valuable tool. The trust begins upon the company’s commencement of buying and selling produce, and it exists throughout the life of the buyer’s business. That PACA trust can come into play and be in existence for a hundred years, unless it is properly extinguished.  The burden to show whether it’s extinguished and what assets are or are not in the trust or impressed in the trust that falls squarely on the debtor, the person who failed to pay for the produce. That is not a burden that the creditor, the unpaid supplier has to assume. In litigation, it is up to the Debtor to employ counsel to prove to which asset is or is not in the trust.  That makes sense from a practical standpoint.  Who has better access to information about what assets were purchased and funded with PACA trust assets versus anything else?  The superior right to access to that information is going to be the debtor, and so rightfully that burden belongs to the debtor.  PACA also envisions comingling funds, and it basically says if you take the proceeds of your sale of PACA protected items, produce and what have you, and you put that into an account that has funds from other sources, the entire comingled fund is going to be impressed with the PACA trust, and that entire fund (unless and until the defendant can successfully prove otherwise) is going to be made available to pay that unpaid supplier, the PACA trust beneficiary. So this is a very far reaching rule that really puts some fair some play schemes in place. It’s not difficult to comply with but the consequences can be harsh if you don’t and that is rightfully so.



What Assets are in the PACA Trust? 

Under the express language of the PACA statute, the trust is composed 
of the: 
• [p]erishable agricultural commodities received by... [the debtor] in all 

transactions, and all inventories of food or other products derived 
from perishable agricultural commodities, and any receivables or 
proceeds from the sale of such commodities or products. 
 

The House Report which accompanied the legislation stated as follows: 
• [t]he trust impressed by section 5(c)(2) is a non-segregated “floating 

trust” made up of all a firm's commodity related liquid assets, under 
which there may be commingling of trust assets.  Under this provision 
there is no necessity to specifically identify all of the trust assets 
through each step of the accrual and disposal process.  Since 
commingling is contemplated, all trust assets would be subject to the 
claims of unpaid suppliers... to the extent of the amount owed to 
them. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now that we kind of know the scope, we know the scope is not limited to the dates on your invoices. It deals more with the company as a whole. Let’s talk about the assets.What assets are in the PACA trust?  We heard briefly about what the statute says. I am going to add to that a little bit and then move on.  The PACA is a non-segregated floating trust. It’s made up of all of a firm’s commodity-related liquid assets, your cash under which there may be comingling of trust assets.  Again, there is no necessity for the unpaid supplier to specify or identify all the trust assets through the accrual and disposal process.  Once you go in and you make a claim that “I am an unpaid PACA trust beneficiary”, the debtor lacks the ability to pay me a net is kind of cast upon the debtors business. It is presumed until the debtor can successfully prove otherwise, that everything he has cash FF&E (your fixtures and equipment) all of that is impressed with the trust, and all of it is opened to be liquidated for the express purpose of making that unpaid supplier whole;  one of the values of PACA, very important to the industry.



Purpose of the PACA Trust… 

• The PACA was designed to insure that a produce buyer’s 
secured lender and other third parties do not receive and 
retain proceeds from the sale of Produce when the Debtor’s 
Produce suppliers have not been paid. 

• The USDA has recognized that Congress intended unpaid 
sellers to recover trust assets that are transferred to third 
parties including secured lenders. 

• The regulation promulgated by the Secretary of Agriculture 
to implement the statutory trust clearly delineates a single, 
undifferentiated trust for the benefit of all sellers and 
suppliers. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Purpose of the PACA Trust:   PACA is a tool. Again, we’ve talked briefly about PACA is not a substitute for a company’s obligation to understand credit management.  You can’t just go get a PACA license and sell your produce to anybody thinking that you cannot get burned. That will not happen. A company needs to know how to use PACA.  We are going to continue to talk about that today.  You also must understand that your workload documents must be set up appropriately. The PACA is not a substitute for a company’s obligation to understand credit management, evaluating the credit worth of a proposed borrower which is a buyer, and understanding “should I give this buyer ten dollars of credit, or a hundred thousand dollars of credit.”  These are decisions that the business must use and the tools that allow them to evaluate credit worthiness don’t change.  PACA is not a substitute for that.  What PACA will allow you to do is recover the trust assets. One of the unique things that you can do with PACA that you can’t do in most other circumstances (and it’s because the trust provisions exist), is you can use the court system to help recover assets that transferred to third parties, including secured lenders.  When a debtor uses these trust funds and he throws them at his trusted suppliers to the detriment of other people, or buys certain assets that he shouldn’t have using your money (as a seller to finance the expansion of his business), all these types of things could open the door for discovery. This could allow a skilled PACA attorney to go in and recover assets from third parties, pull them back in to create this PACA fund so the funding level should make you whole. Now I’ll share a quick story with you. Again, PACA doesn’t guarantee your receivables.  I recently had a case in Florida; I’m not going to mention any names, any companies, or any involvements. Through a little bit of discovery, the debtor was selling produce. The debtor was what appears to be running to the casino and ten and twenty thousand dollars a day, pumping thru a casino gambling away like a high roller.  That is going to be something where the likelihood of a PACA attorney being able to pull that kind of money back is not going to happen, so there will be a loss there.  That is just an example of a company or an individual doing bad things knowingly, and that’s going to be outside of our ability to pull it back.  Using your cash to buy a truck; can we grab that truck and liquidate it and pay? Absolutely: that’s one of the benefits of PACA.  



How to Use the PACA Trust… 

• Obtain Injunctive Relief 
 Preventing dissipation of the trust is a key purpose of the PACA. 
 Preventing transfer of trust assets often may be the only means 

by which a Federal Court can prevent dissipation of the trust. 
 Upon a showing the trust is being dissipated or threatened with 

dissipation, a District Court should require the maintenance of 
trust assets and direct the PACA debtor to escrow its proceeds 
from produce sales, identify its receivables, and inventory its 
assets. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So let’s talk about how we do use PACA.  As a private business, how can I use this to enforce my right, how can I use it to get paid, if I have a situation where there is insolvency or a failure to pay?  One of the powerful tools is you can use PACA to obtain an injunctive relief or a temporary restraining order.  Now, to be clear a temporary restraining order or an injunction is an order that freezes in time all the debtors’ assets.  Courts have said repeatedly in the case law that preventing dissipation of the trust (the key purpose of PACA), absolutely is to make someone comply with the statute. That’s the key objective of PACA. Preventing the transfer of trust assets is often the only way that a federal court can prevent the dissipation of trust.  That opens the door for a federal court to issue an injunction, to say “wait a minute”. The only way I can guarantee that an unpaid seller gets paid is to stop the debtor from further dissipation; don’t let him pay the landlord, don’t let him transfer any funds to a shareholder so the court will issue an injunction that will freeze the bank accounts, prevents even the further sale of produce. If the company wants to continue to operate and says “Well judge, I have a cooler full of produce that needs to be sold”, that is  done under court supervision.  All of this can be done in a timely manner. That way, there are no cash sales that are happening that will actually bypass and hurt the ability of the supplier to get paid.  The showing you need to make is that the trust is either being dissipated or is threatened with dissipation, and if you can make that showing the court will issue the order freezing and tying the assets.  That doesn’t mean you get all the debtors money; it means that everything is frozen and we can get an accounting, so you can get what’s due for you.  It also does not create money where there is no money.  You have to be careful that you don’t get an injunction to freeze up a bank account that has nothing in it.  The judge doesn’t create the cash.



How to Use the PACA Trust… 

• TRO Practicalities 
 

-  An injunction is needed when the known facts show the 
buyer is experiencing severe financial problems or that 
the buyer is dissipating trust assets. 

-  A TRO can usually be obtained in a couple of business 
days. 

-  Obtaining an injunction requires a skilled PACA attorney 
and is something that only a court of law may issue. 

-  A TRO will freeze everything in time and allow assets to be 
identified and preserved for the trust beneficiaries. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So let’s look at the TRO a little bit closer. Again, a TRO is a Temporary Restraining Order. It’s just a flavor of an injunction.  You can get an injunction when the facts exist to show that buyer is experiencing severe financial problems.  These can be bounced checks. These can be a series of promises made; “I’ll pay you tomorrow”, “I’ll pay you the next day”, “a check is coming” that never happened; if you have the facts and you can establish that the buyer is ignoring you or just doing anything and saying anything to make you happy but not paying you.  Those are indicators of financial problems and often can be sufficient for a judge to grant an order freezing the assets.  Clearly if a company is operating but not paying the trust beneficiaries, the reasonable conclusion is they are using the trust assets they get from selling the produce to pay other things.  We know from the earlier slide it doesn’t matter if the other things are legitimate business expenses. If you do anything other than pay the trust beneficiary, you are violating PACA and we need to stop that.  An injunction is something you have to have a skilled PACA attorney do for you.  You cannot do it pro se. A judge won’t let you walk into a federal court without an attorney and do anything, so this is something that you have to be “lawyered up” in order to accomplish. In certain circumstances it’s well worth the time, gas, and money to do. In other circumstances, it is not warranted.  An attorney of your choosing will help you make that decision.



How to Use the PACA Trust… 

• Obtain a Money Judgment  
 Show the Debtor’s failure to maintain sufficient assets to pay 

outstanding obligations. 
 Show the Debtor’s failure to make prompt payment (violation of 

payment terms). 
 Show the Debtor’s breach of contract (unpaid invoices). 
 Show a breach of fiduciary duty (personal liability). 
 Show an interference with your receipt of trust assets (personal 

& third party liability) 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So if you don’t want to take the aggressive route, or you don’t have the fact pattern to get an injunction and stop the debtors business in its tracks and freeze its bank accounts with an injunction, there are still many other options you can do.  The next option is to obtain a money judgment. To obtain a money judgment, you are going to go into district court. You are going to show the debtor failed to maintain assets sufficient to pay you. As we all know, PACA requires you to maintain assets freely available. If assets were freely available, you would have been paid.  You are going to show that the debtor failed to make prompt payment.  “Judge, my invoices have net 10 terms. Here we are, 120 days out and have not been paid. We’ll show you that.”  Debtor’s breach of contract. Certain situations you’ll have marketing agreements you’ll have growers agreements, you’ll have these types of free transaction written agreements.  However, the majority (maybe even the vast majority) of cases, the contracts at issue are the unpaid invoices themselves, and the four corners of those invoices contain all the terms between the parties, and that’s fine.  Now we are going to get into “let’s tie up personal liability”. Let’s drag the owners, the controlling persons, or entities into the fray.  To show a breach of fiduciary duty, we talked about the amendments to PACA, we talked about the fact there is a corporate trustee and the controlling persons are trustees with obligations to make sure the company pays promptly, and make sure the company maintained assets freely available to pay.  If they don’t do that, its a breach of fiduciary duty that expressly arises out of the trust provision of PACA. It is one of the very valuable tools.  Personal liability allows additional recovery sources that don’t exist under normal contract law. It allows you to reach into the assets of the owners that is normally not available for you, but for the existence of the trust provision it would not be available to you. So PACA is very valuable in that regard.  Another instance that you would show in an effort to obtain a money judgment is interference with your receipt of trust assets.  If a debtor uses trust assets to do anything other than to pay you, he is interfering with your ability to receive trust assets, interfering with your ability to get paid. That is a tort.  A tort that imposes personal liability on the controlling individuals behind the debtor.  Now importantly, before I move to the next slide, what can we do with a money judgment?  A money judgment can be used to record a lien against real property. It can be used to garnish bank accounts. It can be used for writ of attachment if you wanted to snatch hard assets (either equipment or vehicles or the like) so they can be liquidated at auction.  Whatever it takes to liquidate the assets to get the properly perfected PACA trust beneficiary paid in full.  That is one of the main tenets of PACA. A money judgment in civil court is one of the ways that will help you do that.



How to Use the PACA Trust… 

• Obtain Super Priority in Bankruptcy Proceedings 
The PACA’s underlying legislative intent is clearly shown 
in the statute itself, wherein Congress expressly stated 
that: 
 “[i]t is hereby found that a burden on commerce in perishable 

agricultural commodities is caused by financing arrangements 
under which [produce debtors] who have not made payment for 
perishable agricultural commodities purchased... encumber or 
give lenders a security interest in, such commodities, or... any 
receivables or proceeds from the sale of such commodities or 
products, and that  such arrangements are contrary to the 
public interest.  This subsection is intended to remedy such 
burden on commerce in perishable agricultural commodities 
and to protect the public interest.” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now let’s talk about bankruptcy.  In the bankruptcy courts, it is a little bit different.  Bankruptcy court is a position where the creditor gets pulled into a bankruptcy because the debtor will go there first by filing for bankruptcy protection.  Now as a creditor, you can elect to go into district court and seek a money judgment or an injunction or the like. You can also elect to go into the USDA to use the PACA Division to help you mediate or resolve cases with the regulatory position.  But in the bankruptcy, it is one of these type cases where the debtor files bankruptcy and the creditor has no choice but to follow them into bankruptcy court in order to file their claims. Hence, try to get paid; otherwise they will lose the ability to do it by operation of the bankruptcy code.  Importantly, the reason we say a super priority exists is because the PACA trust means all the debtors assets are going to be comingled or impressed with the statutory trust until such time as the debtor can prove, and it’s a pretty stiff burden, that the assets should not be considered a PACA trust asset.  Technically the estate really doesn’t exist unless and until the debtor can satisfy the burden and say “Judge, this is an estate asset and therefore should be used to pay the bankruptcy”.  Everything that is not an estate asset, everything that is impressed with the PACA trust because it is not an estate asset, is going to be available for PACA trust beneficiaries only and is often their main reason they get paid.  Now they included a quote here that has a section that talks about the public interest. One of the important things about PACA is that PACA is designed to make sure that if a debtor files bankruptcy because a bank is enforcing their secured lending documents whatever that may be, mortgage or credit line whatever against that individual they are moving forward and enforcing that the PACA trust beneficiaries can get paid and again the reason they get paid is because the trust assets are not in the estate and that sounds like a big fancy bankruptcy work but the estate  or those assets that are not PACA trust protected and they are available for all of the unsecured or the secured creditors.  Now this doesn’t mean that the bank gets subordinated every time.  Usually what it means is the PACA guys get paid first whatever is left over the bank takes and there may or may not be anything leftover for the unsecured creditors.  That is kind of a waterfall effect if you are with me on that analogy



How to Use the PACA Trust… 

• PACA in Bankruptcy Proceedings 
• Prompt action is required when a buyer files for 

bankruptcy. 
• A knowledgeable PACA attorney can act swiftly to asses 

a case and to ensure the PACA trust beneficiaries are 
paid first. 

• This is possible because PACA trust assets are not 
property of a bankruptcy estate and prompt efforts are 
needed to make sure both the Court and the Debtor 
understand this fact. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Moving forward we are going to talk more about bankruptcy.  PACA is unique because you don’t have a race to the courthouse when there is a PACA case.  The reason you don’t is because all the PACA, and  we will discuss this briefly later, beneficiaries, as long as you have perfected your rights, are allowed to share  pro rata in the distribution of the company’s assets. It’s a little bit different in a bankruptcy because when a debtor files bankruptcy it usually is accompanied by a bunch of motions that get filed literally right out of the gate and may get heard within 48 hours of the bankruptcy being filed.  The problem is that most individuals take a week or two to find out that the debtor filed bankruptcy.  By that time the landscape has significantly changed the judge has already looked at things and has made rulings.  One of the common motions, not to be too legal here, is motion for a cash collateral order, which is when a debtor says, “Judge I don’t have enough money to pay all of my creditors but I do have some money so  here is how I want to use that money.”  Guess what, that order better have a provision that says here is how I am going to pay my PACA folks because basically what that type of an order does, if it is not drafted properly and you are not protected by counsel, is it purports to use the debtors’ assets and it does not distinguish between the estate, which from the debtor’s point of view is everything, and the PACA trust assets, which from our point of view the practical application of the PACA trust provision is there is no estate until we are paid, and then if there is something left over, knock yourself out.  So to reconcile that difference in court, that is what we do.  PACA trust attorneys will go in and stop the improper use of cash and in a bankruptcy proceeding there is a little bit more of a race to be first, but in the district court proceeding there is not and that is good.  So let’s step forward, not belabor that point.



How to Use the PACA Trust… 

• Recover Cost of Private Litigation 
 In 2004, the 11th Circuit Court of Appeals held that “had 

Congress intended to limit PACA claims solely to the price of the 
commodities, it could have inserted language reflecting that 
limitation in 7 U.S.C. §499e(c)(2).  Instead, it chose to allow 
‘full payment of the sums owing in connection with 
[commodities] transactions.’  This unambiguously 
encompasses not only the price of the commodities but also 
the additional related expenses.  Such related expenses 
include attorney fees and interest that buyers and sellers 
bargained for in their contracts.” 

 All sums owing in connection with the transactions are entitled 
to the same priority level as the commodities themselves.   

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Focus on how to use the PACA trust.  Another valuable benefit in court is recovering the cost of private litigation.  If a company, if a seller is forced to retain counsel and spend the money to prepare a lawsuit to go chase somebody after the money that they should have had readily available and paid to them promptly but they did not, then that money should be capable of being recovered. PACA allows that, not because the statute says so, but because the combination of the language of the statue and, I have the excerpt for you, “full payment of the sums owing in connection with the commodities transaction.” Case law has interpreted this almost unanimously; if not unanimously saying wait a minute the related expenses including attorney’s fees and interest are considered a sum owing in connection with the commodities transaction.  If you are forced to hire or retain counsel to collect an unpaid invoice it is absolutely in connection with that commodity transaction.  To do otherwise the courts would change the price of the commodities to the buyer in the market place if every seller has to price their product in such a way they can build up a reserve on the off chance litigation ensues then you may have to add additional monies to the invoices and that causes that cost to get passed thru to somewhere and that somewhere ends up being the grocery stores and the consumer market place takes that hit.  So the case law that allows your cost of collection to be recovered under PACA, if you take the appropriate steps and your PACA attorney can tell you how.  That is a benefit to the industry and a public policy deal.  In that same vein courts will take your claim and they will say all sums owing, what does that mean to us? Well if you take a box and you envision you put in the cost of the unpaid invoice for produce and you put in the cost for interest, money is not free, time value of money you throw that in the box you hire an attorney and pay certain filing fees and service process fees and that gets put into the box and now that entire box gets brought to the very front of the line because now you are a super priority creditor and it gets paid as a single undifferentiated claim. Very unique to PACA it is all because of the trust provision that we are talking about today. It ensures that the unpaid sellers have a way to get paid using PACA as a tool.  Again, PACA does not guarantee your payment it is a tool, but if it is used properly it is very valuable and very powerful.



Financing Your PACA Trust Rights 

• PACA is not a tax. 
 
• PACA is not government funded. 
 
• PACA is privately financed by the industry. 
 
• Congressionally mandated licensing and 

dispute resolution fees fund the PACA Division. 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 I want to leave you with a couple points here that talks about the PACA, but more from an administration standpoint.  It is important that everyone knows that PACA is not a tax.  It is important that PACA is not government funded.  PACA is privately financed by the industry and it is Congressionally-mandated licensing and dispute resolution fees that fund the PACA Division.  So why is that important? Well, it’s free to the government. Taxpayers are not taking a hit because PACA has existed.  It benefits the industry and because of that the access to PACA and the individuals here that help mediate and resolve these disputes when you elect regulatory action or when you just need help working thru issues is uncanny. There is a lot of value to that, so I can’t overstate that enough.  It is just very phenomenal stuff.



United States - Canada 
 

Regulatory Cooperation 
Council (RCC) 

 

What Is It? 
Karla Whalen 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you Jason for providing a private sector perspective on the PACA Trust.  The PACA Division employees are certainly glad that the vast majority of this work is performed in the private sector.I am going to provide a few comments for you on what has been an active and engaging two year project related to securing produce sales in Canada for U.S exporters as well as for Canadian traders of produce.The USDA has been seeking some sort of financial security for U.S. produce exporters to Canada for well over a decade.  However, this issue remained politely dormant on numerous bi-lateral meeting agendas until the RCC initiatives agenda was released.



Regulatory Cooperation 
Council 

• President Obama and Prime Minister Harper 
announcements: 

February 4, 2011: Announced the forum 
December 7, 2011: Established the action plan and related 

areas of collaboration and specific projects 

• Regulatory Cooperation Council (RCC) Focus: 
Agriculture and food 
Transportation 
Health, Personal care products, workplace chemicals; 

and the environment 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The RCC effort was jointly announced by the White House and the Prime Minister’s Office in early 2011.The areas of focus were later detailed in a December 2011 release.Specific areas of focus were:Agriculture and FoodTransportation Health, Personal Care Products, Work Place Chemicals, and Environmental IssuesAlthough I will not be addressing it today, there is also a related effort called Beyond the Border.  If you need information on this, contact me and I will direct your inquiry to those working on these issues.



Regulatory Cooperation 
Council 

 • Reduce regulatory burdens on cross-border trade 
 
• Improve trade, economic and business conditions 

and opportunities. (29 initiatives) 
 
• Develop mechanisms for permanent systemic 

regulatory alignment 
 

• Managed by the  U.S. Office of Management and 
Budget and the Canadian Privy Council Office 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This chart details the major goals of the RCC efforts:In essence a reduction of regulatory burdenOr another way to think about this is where can the regulations be merged or adjusted for easier trade between the two countries.Do areas exist for permanent regulatory alignment; again seeking to ease the burden on businesses dealing in both countries.  A simple example would be regulations in both countries calling for slightly different pallet dimensions or something as basic as sizes of baby food jars.  The main governing bodies for the overall RCC project are the U.S. Office of Management and Budget and the Canadian Privy Council Office.The Privy Council is a governing body which is directly connected to the Prime Minister’s office.



Regulatory Cooperation 
Council 

 • USDA provides information via two websites: 
www.fas.usda.gov 
www.trade.gov/rcc 
 

•  Sending and receiving updates from the 
email  address: 
RCC-BTB@one.usda.gov 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Specific information on a variety of RCC initiatives can be gathered from the websites listed above.You can also ask for updates/information on the four specific USDA initiatives at the email listed at the bottom of the slide.  This email is monitored by the USDA’s Foreign Agricultural Service.  The four USDA initiatives are in the areas of:Meat cut nomenclatureForeign animal diseases zoningPerimeter approach for plant protection, and Financial Protection for Produce

http://www.fas.usda.gov/
http://www.trade.gov/rcc


 
Regulatory Cooperation 

Council 
 

 
Government Agencies 

 
• Agricultural Marketing Service 

(AMS) 
 PACA Division (PACA) 

• Canadian Food Inspection 
Agency (CFIA) 
 Agriculture AgFood Canada 

(AAFC) 

 
Industry Associations 

 
• The Canadian Horticultural Council 
• The Canadian Produce Marketing 

Association 
• The Dispute Resolution 

Corporation 
• The Produce Marketing 

Association 
• United Fresh 
• Western Growers 
• Others 
 

Active Participants 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 The main government bodies involved in this effort are listed on the left hand side of this slide and include the Agricultural Marketing Service’s PACA Division and the Agriculture Ag Food Canada connected with the Canadian Food Inspection Agency.While there have been many private companies involved, some of the major associations we have worked with include:The Canadian Horticultural CouncilThe Canadian Produce Marketing AssociationThe Dispute Resolution CorporationThe Produce Marketing AssociationUnited FreshWestern Growers, and Others



Regulatory Cooperation 
Council 

Financial Protection for Produce 
 

• About five international/industry meetings 
• Numerous reports available upon request 
• AMS and AAFC have worked towards seeking 

comparable tools to mitigate financial risk in 
the sale of fresh fruits and vegetables in 
Canada 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As part of this effort, we have conducted about five joint government and industry stakeholders meetings in both countries.  We have studied numerous reports, which are available to the public upon request.  One in particular was prepared by the Canada U.S. Law Institute which is a joint effort between the Case Western Reserve University School of Law and Faculty of Law University of Western Ontario. Our main goal was to seek comparable legal and regulatory tools to mitigate financial risk for sellers of fresh fruits and vegetables in Canada.  



Regulatory Cooperation 
Council 

Two priorities: 
 1) “Deemed Trust” that will allow for priority 

payments in the case of bankruptcy or simple 
insolvency/non-payment 
 2) Unified licensing system 

• Canada’s final decision on whether it’s willing 
and able to implement changes is anticipated 
by end of March 2013. 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Based on these meetings and further studies, two priorities were recommended by the Fresh Produce Alliance.  This group is comprised of the DRC, the CHC and the CPMA.The two priorities are:The development of a comparable “deemed trust” mechanism in Canada, and A unified and enforceable licensing system in Canada. Currently, the Canadian system is bifurcated between a CFIA licensing and a membership option through the DRC.  We anticipate a formal decision from Canadian Federal Officials on this initiative by the end of March 2013.



Karla Whalen  
Director 
PACA Division 
U.S. Dept. of Agriculture (USDA)  
AMS Fruit & Vegetable Program 
Washington, DC 
Tel. 202-720-4180 
karla.whalen@ams.usda.gov 

Questions 

Jason R. Klinowski, Esq. 
Attorney 
Freeborn & Peters, LLP 
Chicago, IL 
Tel. 312.360.6536 
jklinowski@freebornpeters.com 
 

Josephine Jenkins  
Acting Chief 
Investigative Enforcement Branch 
PACA Division 
U.S. Dept. of Agriculture (USDA)  
AMS Fruit & Vegetable Program 
Washington, DC 
Tel. 202-720-0616 
Josephine.jenkins@ams.usda.gov 

www.ams.usda.gov/paca 
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